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Traffic jam is a very common and very annoying thing in urban traffic. The most annoying part in traffic jams is not that you have
to wait for a long time but that you do not even know how long you have to wait and what causes the traffic jam. However, the pain
of being trapped in traffic jams seems to be neglected by existing research works; they put their focuses on either mathematical
modeling or optimal routing for those not trapped in traffic jams. In this paper, we propose a traffic jam awareness and observation
system using mobile phones. It can tell a driver how many vehicles ahead are trapped in traffic jam and how much time the driver
would probably wait. Moreover, it can provide real-time video streams from the head vehicles of the traffic queue so that the driver
can see what causes the traffic jam and the progress of handling the traffic jam. The system is environment independen; it can even
work when the traffic jam happens in a tunnel. Experiments show that our system can find the head vehicles of the traffic queue
and give the queue length accurately, and the video streams coming from the head vehicles reflect the actual situation of the traffic
jam basically.

1. Introduction

Traffic jam is already a daily routine of modern urban
traffic. The sources of traffic jam can be categorized into
three ways: (1) a temporary obstruction, (2) a permanent
capacity constraint in the network itself, and (3) a stochastic
fluctuation in the demand within a particular sector of the
network [1]. Obviously, the second way is the fundamental
reason why traffic jam happens so frequently. Researchers
have been trying their best to reduce the frequency of
traffic jam; however, their works are basically a kind of
optimization, as long as the network capacity is far from
handling the actual increasing traffic flows, traffic jams will
be inevitable and be getting worse. Now that traffic jam is
inevitable, we should at least pay some attention to relieving
sufferings of people from trapping in traffic jams.

Almost everyone living in the city has experienced traffic
jam; the most annoying thing in traffic jam is not that people
have to wait for a long time but that people even do not
know how long they have to wait. When people are trapped
in a traffic jam, unless they are the head of traffic queue,

they hardly know what causes the traffic jam, how long is
the traffic queue, and how is the progress of handling the
traffic jam. In psychology, lines of evidence shows that people
have strong fear of unknown [2]. Although the mentioned
information cannot handle the traffic jam, it can handle the
fear of people trapped in traffic jam.

Traffic density is a way to distinguish traffic jam from free
flow. Traffic jam will cause a much higher traffic density than
the density in free flow, and if we can obtain the locations
of all vehicles in an area and depict a density map, traffic
jam can be recognized. However, this method will cause
big communication and computation cost; every vehicle will
have to broadcast its location constantly and analyze the
gathered locations to judge whether there is a traffic jam.
Moreover, existing localization methods including GPS and
WiFi Fingerprint [3] are environment dependent, the satel-
lite signal and WiFi signal are easily blocked by buildings,
trees, and so forth, and if traffic jam happens in a tunnel,
GPS and wifi will fail to work. In fact, traffic density is a kind
of relationship among each vehicle, and relative locations are
enough to represent the relationship.
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When a vehicle is trapped in a traffic jam, it has no
speed or drive in a very low speed for at least a period
of time, also it has neighbor vehicles surrounding it, and
the neighbor vehicle also has no speed or low speed. The
observations can help a vehicle to aware whether it is trapped
in a traffic jam. The problem is how to distinguish parking
from trapping in a traffic jam, because when a vehicle is
parking at somewhere, it has neighbors surrounding it and
it has no speed. Actually, we cannot distinguish the two
cases, but with the help of a reasonable assumption, we
can guarantee that the parking case will not interfere the
judgment of traffic jam. In this research, we use mobile
phones to implement our system; mobile phones have
various sensors which can provide enough information of
vehicle conditions, and they have networking ability to
construct networks and communicate with each other which
is not available on modern vehicles (although vehicular ad
hoc network (VANET) has been researched for years, it
has not equipped on modern vehicles). The assumption is
that mobile phone is kind of a belonging to people; drivers
will carry their mobile phones with them once they parked
and left their vehicles. When a vehicle parks at a place,
although it will sense a low speed of itself, it cannot sense
any neighbors surround it because there are no surrounding
mobile phones available for traffic jam judgment, and the
vehicle therefore will not consider itself as trapping in a traffic
jam.

Although vehicles are able to aware whether they are
trapped in a traffic jam, they do not know their surrounding
vehicles’ relative locations: whether a surrounding vehicle
is before or behind itself. Because the detecting signal is
omitted omnidirectionally, a vehicle can know whether there
is any surrounding vehicle but it cannot know the relative
location of the surrounding vehicle. Without the information
of relative location, a vehicle will not be able to count
how many vehicles trapped in the traffic jam are ahead
and estimate how long it has to wait. Fortunately, the time
sequence of traffic jam can be mapped to the location
sequence; if vehicle A joins a traffic queue earlier than vehicle
B, vehicle A is ahead of vehicle B. If each vehicle records a
time stamp when it is aware that it is trapping in a traffic jam,
we can get the relative locations of each vehicle according
to the time sequence. Therefore, the head vehicles of traffic
queue are easily identified. If the head vehicles are willing to
share their cameras, the drivers in the behind will be able to
see what causes the traffic jam and how is the progress of
handling the traffic jam.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
explains the system in detail; Section 3 shows the evaluation
results. Related works and conclusions will be given in
Sections 4 and 5.

2. System Overview

In this research, we do not need any extra hardware; the
system is implemented on carry-on mobile phones. As
mentioned before, to be aware of the traffic-jam state for
a vehicle, two conditions must be satisfied: (1) the vehicle

drives in no speed or low speed for at least a period of
time; (2) the vehicle has neighbors which are also trapping
in the traffic jam. We can use a triple to describe the traffic
jam state: Jami (Neighbors, Speed,Elapse), i is vehicle’s ID,
Neighbors is the set of neighbor vehicles’ IDs, Speed is the
driving speed of vehicle, and Elapse is the elapse time of
staying in the Speed. As (1) shows

Jami =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

level1 : 0 ≤ Speed ≤ 20 km/h,

level2 : level1 and Elapse ≥ 5 min,

level3 :

(
level2 and ∃ j ∈ Neighbors

that Jam j = level2 or level3
)

or

:

(
level1 and ∃ j ∈ Neighbors

that Jam j = level3
)

,

normal : otherwise,
(1)

there are four different states of Jami: level1 is set when
vehicle i drives in a speed which is lower than 20 km/h, and
it has some possibility that vehicle i is trapping in a traffic
jam; level2 is set when vehicle i stays in level1 for more than 5
minutes, and there is a big possibility that vehicle i is trapping
in a traffic jam; however, it has to check whether there is any
neighbor which is also trapping in the traffic jam, otherwise
it is hard to distinguish it from mechanical failure; level3 is
set when vehicle i is already in level2 and it at least has one
neighbor which is also in level2, or if vehicle i is in level1 and
it has at least one neighbor which is in level3. If vehicle i is in
level3, it is trapping in a traffic jam. Therefore, if vehicle i is
in level1 and it has at least one neighbor in level3, traffic jam
is the most possible reason which slows it down, and Jami is
set to level3 directly.

Once Jami is set to level1, the system will record the
time ti, and ti will be used to judge the position of vehicle
i in the traffic queue. Vehicle i or the driver can initiate
a request for acquiring information of vehicles in which
ti > t j , j /= i, through mobile ad hoc network (MANET)
constructed by mobile phones. When the information is
returned, the head vehicle of traffic queue is the one that
has the smallest time stamp; the length of traffic queue is the
number of qualified vehicles; video stream will send from the
head vehicle through multihops in MANET.

2.1. Traffic Jam Awareness. The triple Jami (Neighbors,
Speed,Elapse) indicates that the system needs three
dimensional information. Elapse simply uses timer, and
Speed and Neighbors use both sensors and wireless signals.

2.1.1. Speed. The readings of sensors are three dimensional,
and they all obey the coordinate system of mobile phones.
Take android system for example; if the mobile phone is
placed as Figure 1 shows, the x axis is horizontal and points
to the right, the y axis is vertical and points up, and the z
axis points towards the outside of the front face of the screen
[5].

Accelerometer gives three dimensional acceleration val-
ues, we use Az to represent acceleration at z axis, Ax to
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Figure 1: Coordinate system of mobile phones.

Figure 2: Neighbors detection. Blue block is a vehicle which
initiates a detection of neighbors, red blocks are qualified neighbors
of the blue block, and grey blocks are not the neighbors of the blue
block.

represent acceleration at x axis, Ay to represent acceleration
at y axis. If we fix the mobile phone as Figure 5(a) shows, Az

and Ay will be used to calculate vehicle speed as (2) shows,
and Ax will never be used unless vehicles can fly. The sample
rate of accelerometer we set is 20 ms; therefore Δt = 20 ms:

ai =
√

A2
y(i) + A2

z(i), (2)

vi+1 = vi + ai+1Δt. (3)

2.1.2. Neighbors. Normally, vehicles are closed to each other
in traffic jam. In this research, direct neighbors will be
detected as Neighbors. As Figure 2 shows, the blue block is
the vehicle detecting its neighbors, the red blocks are the
neighbors of the blue block, and the grey blocks are vehicles
not qualified as neighbors of the blue block. We can see that
there is a grey block which is in the neighbor range of the

blue block, the reason why this block is not the neighbor of
the blue block is that it is heading a different direction from
the blue block, and traffic jam happens among vehicles in
the same direction. Therefore, distance and direction are two
factors for detecting neighbors.

Mobile phones have orientation sensor which returns
three-dimensional values, Azimuth (degrees of rotation
around the z axis), Pitch (degrees of rotation around the x
axis), and Roll (degrees of rotation around the y axis) [6].
If the mobile phone is fixed as Figure 5(a) shows, then Pitch
is the degrees we need. Suppose a vehicle i is detecting its
neighbors, vehicle j is closed to vehicle i, and Pitchi is the
Pitch value of vehicle i, then vehicles i and j have the same
direction when |Pitchi − Pitch j| ≤ 30◦.

In this research, each vehicle needs to find its direct
neighbors, and direct neighbors means they are very close to
the detecting vehicle that there is no other vehicles between
direct neighbors and detecting vehicle. If a neighbor is not
a direct neighbor, for example, it is 100 meters away from
the detecting vehicle, even the neighbor does be trapped in
a traffic jam, it cannot be used as a reference to indicate
a traffic jam because it is hard to tell whether the traffic
jam is the same as the traffic jam the detecting vehicle
is trapped in. Modern mobile phones are equipped with
WiFi network cards, and the network cards can be used to
construct MANET. It is easy to communicate in MANET,
but it’s hard to detect direct neighbors. If we use distance
to represent the relationship of the direct neighbors, as [7]
says the average car length is around 4 meters, the average
distance between two vehicles is around 2 meters, then 6
meters will be a proper distance. RSSI-based localization
[8] is a good way to measure distance, but it is difficult to
acquire each node’s RSSI value in a MANET with existing
tools. In this research, we propose a new and simple detection
method called ECHO. Common WiFi signal with 20 dbm
initial power can cover an area with at least 100 meters
radius, and the area is too large for the neighbor detection.
If the initial transmit power is reduced to a much lower
level that the signal can only reach up to 6 meters distance,
when the detecting vehicle sends one detecting packet, only
vehicles within 6 meters from the detecting vehicle can
receive the packet and echo back their IDs. Neighbors will
contain the vehicles which are within 6 meters from detecting
vehicle and they have the same direction as the detecting
vehicle.

Now that the three parameters of Jami (Neighbors,
Speed,Elapse) are all collected, vehicles are able to judge
whether they are trapped in a traffic jam according to (1).
Figure 3 shows the states transition of (1). When a vehicle’s
state changes to level1, it will record a time stamp, and the
time stamp will be used to decide the relative location of each
vehicle in the same traffic jam.

2.2. Basic Information of Traffic Jam. It is easy to calculate
the length of traffic queue and find the head of the traffic
queue as long as we have all the time stamps of vehicles in
level3. To obtain the time stamps, the detecting vehicle needs
to broadcast a detection packet, and due to the limitation of
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Normal Level1 

Level2 Level3 

0≤ speed ≤20

Speed >20

Speed >20

Speed >20

Elapse >5

∃i ∈ neighbors, jami = level2 or level3

∃i ∈ neighbors, jami = level3

Figure 3: State transition of traffic jam. Vehicle starts in normal
state; if it drives in a speed lower that 20 km/h, it will change to
level1; if level1 stays for at least 5 minutes, it will change to level2; if
level1 has one neighbor in level3, it will change to level3; if level2
has one neighbor in level2 or level3, it will change to level3. All
levels will change to normal when speed is higher than 20 km/h.
We consider a vehicle is trapping in a traffic jam when it is in level3.

while 1 do
if receive one detection packet then

if already has received the detection packet with same
source vehicle ID in one minute then

continue;
end if
if Jami = level3 then

reply a packet with its vehicle ID and time stamp in
it;
broadcast the received detection packet;

end if
end if

end while

Algorithm 1: Reply and relay actions for received detection packet
on vehicle i.

communication range of WiFi signal, multihop is needed.
Algorithm 1 shows the actions of a vehicle when it receives
a detection packet.

When detection finished, the system will sort all vehicle
IDs according to time stamps. The vehicle with smallest time
stamp is the head of the traffic queue, and we use Vhead to
represent it; the number of vehicles which have smaller time
stamps than the detecting vehicle is the length of the traffic
queue, and we use Qi to represent the number of vehicles
ahead of vehicle i in the traffic jam.

To estimate the time vehicle has to wait, we have to
monitor Vhead’s movement. When Vhead changes its state to
normal, and the time interval between the latest zero speed
and state change to normal is recorded as Thead, the time
between a vehicle moves and its following vehicle moves

while 1 do
if it is Vhead then

broadcast the Thead;
else

if received the broadcast packet then
if hasn’t received the broadcast packet within a
minute then

get the Thead from the packet;
broadcast the packet;

end if
end if

end if
end while

Algorithm 2: Thead broadcast.

is Δt, the time vehicle i will wait for will be calculated
as Qi × Δt − Thead, then the calculation result could be
negative because when Vhead changes its state to normal,
some following vehicles already moves. If Vhead has not
changed its state to normal, Thead will be ∞. The problem is
how to get the Thead from Vhead. One way is that each vehicle
periodically requests the information from Vhead, and the
other way is that Vhead broadcasts the Thead which it changes
its state to normal. Obviously, the second way costs less, but
it requires a vehicle that can be aware whether it is the Vhead.
With the help of the information of Neighbors, a vehicle that
can be aware it is the Vhead through comparing its time stamp
with the time stamps of Neighbors; if its time stamp is the
smallest, the vehicle is the Vhead. Once a vehicle is aware that
it is the Vhead, it will broadcast its Thead using Algorithm 2.

2.3. Traffic Jam Observation. The basic information can tell
drivers how long the traffic queue is and how long they
probably have to wait; however, there are still a lot of useful
information which sensors cannot sense and process; people
trapped in the traffic jam usually want to know what causes
the traffic jam and how is the progress of handling the traffic
jam. It is better to let people see the traffic scene from the
position of Vhead and make their own judgment. However,
camera is a privacy-sensitive device on mobile phone; people
usually would not be willing to share their cameras, and
therefore incentive schemes are needed.

Our system is crowdsourcing based, and there are some
incentive researches on crowdsourcing systems, like [9–
11]. Moreover, there are some researches on leveraging
phone cameras to capture traffic lights [1], some researches
on taking advantage of phone sensors to monitor driving
behaviors [4, 12, 13], and some applications like driving
navigation; if our system can be combined with these
works, it is possible to make people wish to share their
cameras.

Figure 4 shows two figures from [1, 4]; we can see the
way the mobile phone fixed is convenient for cameras to
capture outside scene. Therefore we use the same way to
fix the mobile phone and, as Figure 5(b) shows, the camera
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Existing mobile phone placement. (a) is from [1], and (b) is from [4].

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Mobile phone placement of our system. (a) is the placement of the mobile phone, and (b) is the camera view.

captures wide enough scene which can give remote drivers
the ability to know what causes the traffic jam.

Video stream is large, if Vhead sends each vehicle the video
stream using a separate link, such as http, it will cause high
overhead on Vhead and network congestion when there are
many vehicle requests for the stream. Multicast is a good way
to solve the problem. In an ad hoc network, like MANET,
every node will act like a router, once a node requests to
receive a multicast channel, one other node in the range of
this node will act as a multicast router to deliver the multicast
packets to the node. As long as we can find a route from the
node of request to Vhead, and each node on the route will
act as a multicast router, the node of request will receive the
multicast packets. Algorithm 3 shows how to achieve a video
stream multicast in MANET. In this algorithm, we assume
that the relative location of each vehicle is stable and they are
closed to each other; therefore the multi hop packet forward
process is simply to choose the vehicle with the smallest time
stamp.

3. Implementation and Evaluation

We rent ten automobiles to simulate a traffic jam in an
open space of campus, each automobile is equipped with
an android mobile phone fixed as Figure 5 shows. We set up
three scenes of traffic jam as Figure 6 shows: (a) a single lane
with an obstacle in the middle, and automobile has to slow

down and drive around the obstacle; (b) two lanes change to
one lane, and it causes automobiles distributed on two lanes
to compete for one lane; (c) automobiles are stopped due to
traffic control. We test the accuracy of Vhead judgment, the
accuracy of waiting time estimation, the accuracy of traffic
queue length, and the frames dropped rate of video stream
multicast in the three scenes, and we repeat the tests for 20
times to get the statistics.

Before scene testing, we test the mapping relationship
between RSSI and distance, we find that 2 mw is a good initial
power to detect direct neighbors.

3.1. Scene 1. In scene 1, ten automobiles cannot cause
more than 5-minute traffic jam; therefore we parked the
ten automobiles in front of the obstacle for 5 minute, and
the first automobile starts to drive around the obstacle in
a speed of 5 km/h; once the first automobile moves, the
second automobile will move in a delay time around one
to two seconds due to human response time and driving
operation time. The first automobile will spend 3 seconds
driving around the obstacle and 1 second speeding up to
20 km/h. The detection of Vhead is doing in a period time of
0.5 second.

Figure 7 shows that the accuracy of Vhead is averagely
63%; the reason is that when a vehicle starts to speed up
after driving around the obstacle, the vehicle is no longer
the Vhead, but our system will wait until its speed reaches
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while 1 do
if received a request packet for video stream then

if it is Vhead then
if it has not initiate the video stream multicast then

initiate the video stream multicast;
end if
continue;

end if
record the vehicle ID of the packet sender as
a multicast client;
collect the time stamp and ID information from its
neighbors;
choose a neighbor with the smallest time stamp and
send it the request;
continue;

end if
if receive a reply of request then

collect the time stamp and ID information from its
neighbors;
if the request vehicle in among its neighbor then

send the reply to the request vehicle;
else

choose a neighbor with the largest time stamp and
send it the reply;

end if
continue;

end if
if received a video stream packet then

if it has one or more multicast client records then
deliver the packet;

end if
continue;

end if
if receive a quit packet of multicast then

if it has one or more multicast client records and the
quitter is one of these client then

delete the record accordingly;
end if
continue;

end if
end while

Algorithm 3: Video stream multicast.

20 km/h; the accuracy of waiting time estimation is within
1 second averagely, −1 means the timer says there is still one
second to wait while the vehicle is already moving, +1 means
the timer already changes to zero while the vehicle moves
after one second; the misjudgment of traffic queue length
is 37% according to the accuracy of Vhead. Frames dropped
rate is somehow a little high and unstable, and the reason
is probably that the Vhead is moving all the time and it may
affect the signal propagation.

3.2. Scene 2. Scene 2 is more complicated than scene 1
because vehicles on difference lanes will compete for the only
one lane; vehicles may change their lanes to occupy a better
position, and it will cause that a vehicle with a bigger time
stamp is in front of a vehicle with a smaller time stamp;

therefore the accuracy of Vhead judgment may be affected.
Figure 8 shows the accuracy of Vhead judgement is dropped
to 48% compared to scene 1, and the view from wrong Vhead

somehow does not reflect the progress of handling the traffic
jam; the accuracy of waiting time estimation is bigger than
scene 1 because the the competition will interrupt the moves
of vehicle and prolong the Δt; the misjudgment of traffic
queues length is 52% according to the accuracy of Vhead;
frames dropped rate is still high due to the same reason.

3.3. Scene 3. Scene 3 is another simple case, because vehicles
will not compete for better positions and vehicles are not
moving until the traffic control released; therefore the frames
dropped rate is relatively lower than the other two cases.
Figure 9 shows the result, and the accuracy of Vhead judgment
is 100%, because no vehicle moves in this scene; therefore the
time estimation and queue length have perfect results which
are not necessary to present here.

4. Related Works

Research works on traffic jam mainly focus on analyzing
traffic jam through mathematical modeling. Reference [14]
shows a new perspective of the origin of traffic jam, and
it presents experimental evidence that the emergence of
a traffic jam is a collective phenomenon like “dynamical”
phase transitions and pattern formation in a nonequilibrium
system. Reference [15] gives modeling and simulation of
traffic jam in a macroscopic level, and [16, 17] give modeling
of traffic jam in a microscopic level; they both give some
interesting perspectives. Mathematic modeling can reveal
some facts of traffic jam and help reduce the frequency of
traffic jam, but we believe that the principal contradiction
of traffic jam is the capacity of network that is unable to
handle the increasing popularity of vehicles; therefore math
can do some optimizations to traffic jam, it can never solve
the problem. Now that traffic jam is unbeatable, we should
put more energy on relieving suffering of people trapped in
the traffic jam.

Sensors on vehicles and mobile phones are able to reflect
the behaviors of vehicles: how fast they are, which direction
they are heading to. Some researches leveraged mobile and
vehicular sensors to monitor and correct drivers’ behaviors
to enhance driving safety [4, 18], and some works capture the
surrounding information to enhance driving comfort [1].
However, they all neglect the pain of trapping in the traffic
jam.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel traffic jam awareness
and observation system; it gives some basic information of
traffic jam like the length of traffic queue, the time waiting
in the traffic jam, and so forth, and also it provides video
streams from the head of traffic queue to present the cause
of the traffic jam and the progress of handling the traffic
jam to people who are not in the front of the traffic queue.
The system is environment independent, and it need not
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(a) Scene 1 (b) Scene 2

Stop line

(c) Scene 3

Figure 6: Three scenes of traffic jam.
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Figure 7: Experiment results of scene 1. (a) is the accuracy of Vhead judgment, (b) is the accuracy of time estimation, (c) is the queue length
misjudgment rate, and (d) is the frame loss rate.
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Figure 8: Experiment results of scene 2. (a) is the accuracy of Vhead judgment, (b) is the accuracy of time estimation, (c) is the queue length
misjudgment rate, and (d) is the frame loss rate.
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Figure 9: Experiment results of scene 3. (a) is the accuracy of Vhead judgment, and (b) is the frame loss rate.
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GPS device and any extra hardware, but the mobile phones
carried by drivers are good enough.
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